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Background to SATs

SATS are Standard Assessment Tests (‘end of key stage tests’)

There have been Key Stage 2 SATs since 1995

Tests are statutory

Tests are marked externally

Children complete a range of tests in Numeracy and Literacy 

All Year 6 children in England sit their tests on the same day

As the curriculum changed in 2014- these are the SAT tests 
under the new curriculum (which the children have received 
three years of) 



Why do we have SATs?

 A formal examination process

 Provide a snapshot of what a pupil is able to do at a given moment 
in time

 Standardised method of assessment for all children at end of KS2

 Standard Attainment Tests provide info for schools (primary & 
secondary), Local Authorities and at a national level 

 They are intended to show what pupils have learnt and retained 
during the year and throughout their primary schooling – how much 
progress they have made. The children are tested on all the work 
they have covered in all year groups so far.  The tests help our 
teachers learn about the strengths and weaknesses of what your 
child understands about a subject                     



Expectations

The results show whether or not your child 
has reached the National Curriculum 
expectations for their year group:

Most children are expected to achieve age 
related expectations- this is shown 
through a scaled score. 



WHAT TESTS WILL BE TAKEN 
THIS YEAR?

Schools are required to administer the following  
tests:

 English reading

 English grammar, punctuation and spelling 
(introduced in 2013) – ‘SPAG’ test

 Mathematics- arithmetic and two reasoning 
papers.



2018 Test Dates

Date Test type

Monday 14th May English grammar, punctuation and 
spelling Paper 1: questions

English grammar, punctuation and 
spelling Paper 2: spelling

Tuesday 15th May English reading

Wednesday 16th May Mathematics Paper 1: arithmetic

Mathematics Paper 2: reasoning

Thursday 17th May Mathematics Paper 3: reasoning



What happens if my child misses a 
test?

•Tests are statutory

•Holidays will not be authorised during test week or in the 
weeks beforehand

•If a child misses a test the child will have an opportunity to 
take the test up to five days after the published test 



Access Arrangements

Provision will be made to enable all children to achieve 

as highly as possible e.g.

- Readers

- Extra time

- Prompt

Any provision given to children will need to be part of 

their normal routine.



The Headteacher makes the decision whether or 

not to enter children into the KS2 SAT tests. 

If staff feel your child should not sit the SAT tests 

you will be informed.

Disapplication



How will the results be reported?

 Year 6 SATs tests are sent away for marking by external markers and are then 
returned to school early in July. The Headteacher receives electronic information 
about the marks awarded for each test.

 Schools check the results and papers to ensure that no errors in marking or 
calculating results have been made. Sometimes papers are sent for re-marking.

 A child who achieves the ‘national standard’ (a score of 100) will be judged to have 
demonstrated sufficient knowledge in the areas assessed by the tests.

 Since July 2016, for the first publication of test results, each pupil now receives:

o a raw score (number of raw marks awarded);

o a scaled score in each tested subject;

o confirmation of whether or not they attained the national standard.

 Parents must be informed of results by the end of the school year in July.



 Teacher assessment results for English, Maths 
and Science

 SAT (test) judgement for English and Maths

 Information about achievement in this school

 Attendance for your pupil

...as well as the normal end of year report.

Parents will receive...



 After the presentation, you will have the 
opportunity to look at some sample papers and 
take a handout which will aid you in supporting 
your child.

Handouts/sample papers...



The Reading Test



 1 hour test, children must manage the time 
themselves to ensure that they complete the test.

 3 texts to read and questions for each to be completed

 Questions do not get progressively harder as they 
move through the test

The layout of the reading test:



Ranking and ordering 

e.g. ‘Number the events below to show the order in which they happen in the story.”

Labelling

e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title of the story.’

Find and copy

e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that suggests what the weather is like in the story.’

Short constructed responses 

e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’

Open-ended response

e.g. ‘ Look at the sentence that begins Once upon a time. How does the writer increase the tension 
throughout this paragraph? Explain fully, referring to the text in your answer.

Question Types include:







The Grammar, punctuation and spelling test 
(SPAG)



THE GRAMMAR, 
PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING 
TEST

The grammar, punctuation and spelling test will consist of 
two parts: 

Part 1 - A grammar and punctuation paper 

(45 minutes) 

Part 2 - An oral spelling test of 20 words 

(15 minutes)



SAMPLE QUESTIONS



SAMPLE QUESTIONS



SAMPLE QUESTIONS



Becky walked on, her head a little higher than usual.

Becky walked on her head, a little higher than usual.



Look at that huge, hot dog.

Look at that huge hot dog.



SPOT THE ERRORS!









SPELLING

Balance of common, polysyllabic words, words that confirm to regular 
patterns and words with irregular patterns.

Examples of spelling strategies include: 

-Adding regular word endings -Prefixes (un-,mis-, re-)

-Suffixes(e.g. -ness, -less,-ly, -ing) -Superlatives (e.g.biggest)

-Pluralisation (regular and irregular) -Silent letters   

-Compound words -Homophones

-Double consonants -regular letter strings

-common root words -vowel endings

-possessive pronouns
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WRITING

 Your child’s assessment for writing is determined by teacher 
assessment rather than a test

 This means we have time to build a bank of evidence that truly 
reflects your child’s progress

 Will be assessed as working below, working at or working at 
greater depth. 



The Maths Test



What form will the Maths tests take?

Paper 1 (arithmetic – 40 marks)

This will be a 30 minute paper and asks around 30 questions, just 
on calculations.

Paper 2 and 3 (reasoning – 35 marks each)

These papers will be 40 minutes each and give the children 
mathematical problems with a context.

All papers are non-calculator

For method marks, children must use specific calculation 
methods (column addition and subtraction, short or long 
multiplication and short or long division).
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What we are doing within school:

•Mock SATs & review

•Familiarising children with question types

•Revision sessions

•Developing children's ability to explain their 

answers.

•Talk to the children and practise strategies to use

•Familiarise children with question styles, text types 

etc.

•Support in smaller groups - ‘Booster’ where 

appropriate

•Set revision homework



What can you do to help?

Continue listening to your child read, asking challenging questions 
about what they have read- encourage them to use the text within 
their answer.

Keep practising times tables and spellings regularly with your child.

Help your child with any revision homework

Ask the class teacher about any specific areas they can work 
on at home

Ensure they come to a booster group if they have been invited

Praise and encourage them

MOST IMPORTANT! 

Allow children to be well-rested, maintain their hobbies and 
interests, to try and be happy! 



For you to take away…

 Curriculum end of year 6 expectations for  writing, reading, 
maths and science

 SPAG definitions, with examples

 Word lists with spelling rules 

 Link to maths questions on the class pages for revision 
with useful links to youtube videos for tutorials. 

For a copy of the PPT, please see the school website.







THANK YOU FOR LISTENING! 

 We ask that you please complete the questionnaire available 
this evening to provide us with valuable feedback


